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last meeting recap
Questions answered:

• What does our website look like right now?
• Who are our users?
• What problems do they face when encountering the 

CHS site?
• What are some things users had to say about specific 

tasks/features on the site?
• What are some recommendations we have for each 

problem based on its level of recurrence and 
difficulty?

• How does this fit in within the scope of our current 
project?



Conclusion:
• recommendation #1: redesign search results to provide 

useful results that allows users to quickly identify the 
relevant items 

• recommendation #2: redesign homepage to prioritize 
current events, programs, publications, CHS media, the 
mailing list, time sensitive information, etc.

• recommendation #3: create a site-wide style guide to update 
the look, create a welcoming feeling consistent across the 
site, and increase usability generally

• recommendation #4: change some menu item names to 
allow users to better find what they are looking for
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recommendation #1
redesign search results to provide useful results 
that allows users to quickly identify the relevant 
items



current search pattern:

proposed change:



why?

• An immediate way to use the existing meta 
data on the site to increase findability and the 
usefulness of the site-wide search with a 
stronger information scent

• 7 of 9 users expressed frustrations with 
quantity and presentation of the search 
results



“it would be nice if we could 
refine the search results… a 
little snippets of the 
conversation might be nice.”
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recommendation #2
redesign homepage to prioritize current events, programs, 
publications, CHS media, the mailing list, time sensitive 
information, and to showcase the prioritized sections of the site 
to result in increased findability of contents and a site as 
welcoming as the physical spaces and people



current homepage:



proposed changes:

a rough sketch of proposed 
changes including an image 
carousel highlighting recent 
and upcoming events, a 
section for community news, 
and a more highlighted 
section for books



why?
• increases findability of site information, 

highlights Programs and Publications, reflects 
UX best practices, and builds sense of 
community

• 6 of the 9 users felt that the homepage did not 
currently provide the best introduction to the 
Center because of a lack of general information, 
too little information about current events or 
programs, or the overall feel



“the homepage isn’t particularly helpful, lot 
of mural, not announcements, not recent 
stuff, not fellows, giant portion is mural”



”to my eyes the CHS site right now is 
quite… formal and academic. Which is fine 
for academics and publications but doesn’t 
help with student programs."



so let’s highlight: programs & events

The majority of the non-staff users did not realize 
that the events displayed on the homepage were 

not all the events (at minimum, no seminar 
information). They assumed the Announcements 

and the three events at bottom left were 
comprehensive. 
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recommendation #3
create a site-wide style guide to update 
the look, create a welcoming feeling 
consistent across the site, and increase 
usability generally



Style guide includes: color palettes, fonts, heading 
sizes, fonts, spacing, image specs, navigation style, 
link/button coloration/style



why?
• one way to address the static, drab, 

academic feel of the site as well as the link 
confusion and to strengthen the impact of 
headings on text-heavy pages

• 6 of the 9 users brought up color related 
readability issues, dissatisfaction with the 
color scheme generally, or link confusion 
originating in the current style guide



“the color palette is really awful…. 
at some point it’s about the 
readability of the text.”



“I was talking about the brown. 
Just the small change of having 
black text on white makes it easier 
and the fact that the links are 
another color makes it helpful 
(Classical Inquiries site in 
comparison).”
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recommendation #4
change some menu item names



current menu pattern:

proposed change:

example: CHS DC and CHS Greece currently use different 
naming conventions when referring to history, visiting the 
site, and staff members


